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DTI’s history regarding Ecodesign



 More than 40 product groups are already subject Ecodesign
 DTI can test and has specialists in all most all areas 
 Priority areas:

 Electrical motors
 Pumps
 Ventilation units
 Fans
 Hoods
 Heat pumps

 DTI has sat on both sides of the table; 

 As stakeholder, technical expert for energy authorities (consultation 
forums and voting) and for the European Commission

 DTI has cooperated with (and for) all types of partners:

 Large or small manufacturers, market organizations, standardization 
bodies (CEN), Energy Agencies and the European Commission

DTI’s history regarding Ecodesign
Priority areas



DTI’s history regarding Ecodesign
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Next step; Global energy requirements 
for electric motors

Electric motors and motor systems account for 45% of world electricity consumption!

New and existing technologies have the potential to reduce this by 20-30% by 2030

This requires legislation including joint international efficiency classes to be adopted world-wide (IE1, 
IE2, IE3 ... IEx- Approximately 20% fewer losses per. class)

4E's Electric Motor Systems Annex (4E EMSA) purpose is “worldwide awareness of the efficiency-
potential of motor systems” and work towards harmonization through:

• International standards
• Regulatory assistance
• Energy management systems
• Energy audits for motor systems
• Motor Systems Tool
• Testing

E & V pahas the latest 2 years participated and conducted 
workshops in the following countries i:

• Brazil             China
• USA               France
• Netherlands  Germany
• Switzerland   The Nordic countries



DTI’s task for the commission



 The Commission Regulations (EU) No 1253/2014 and (EU) No 1254/2014 
have been published on 25th November 2014, and their requirements apply 
from 1 January 2016. 

 To make the requirements applicable, the European Commission initiated 
the Technical Assistance Study. 

 The Danish Technological Institute was appointed as the Consultant to 
provide the Commission with technical assistance on

 Draft transitional methods

 Frequently asked questions

 And other technical issues related to the implementation of the regulations. 

 The contract started in February 2015 and lasted for 14 months.

DTI’s task for the commission
Background for discussion



 The DTI carried out the study with support from Danish Standards/ CEN. 
The study included following main tasks:

 Study definition – setting up webpage and stakeholder involvement

 Defining needs for Standardisation and Transitional Measurement Methods in 
cooperation with Standardisation Bodies (CEN/TC 156)

 Drafting Transitional Methods

 Drafting Questions and Answers Document

 Assessment of Air Leakages Rates with regard to the Regulation review 
requirement (Art. 8)
The Commission shall assess the need to set requirements on air leakage rates 
in the light of technological progress and present the results of this assessment 
to the Consultation Forum no later than 1 January 2017’

Please note that

 DTI did not prepare the Regulation and therefore cannot in all areas 
respond to the choices taken, developed formulas and requirement. 

 DTI curried out the technical assistance study ofr legal framework to find a 
ways to meet the Regulation requirement from technical point of view

DTI’s task for the commission
Background for discussion



 Task today with you - cooperation

 You are seeking answers to several questions. That I can not give you on everything

 But I can give you:

 Background of the Regulations EU 1253/2014 and 1254/2014 - mainly
 Has the industry has been involved - the process

 The SEC formular

 Why does the Regulation not apply for VU’s::

 UVU’s - With a electric power input less than 30 W, except info requirements

 BVU’s - With a total electric power input of fans of less than 30 W per airstream

 Benchmarks

 Recommendations; 
 Make short and clear descriptions, max 1 page (long explanations in Annex)

 Select key issues and write separately about each

 Try not to deal with the Commission through standards to interpret the Regulation

 Answers to some questions + if there is time, we can discuss COM FAQ

 Status - Coming steps to proceed with further development of the Regulations

DTI’s task today 
Background for discussion



Background informations



Background - The Eco design process
Has the industry has been involved? YES



Background - The Eco design process
Importance: What has been published by the Commission

 Communication from the Commission - Official Journal, 11. November 2016 (≈ Hvilke standarder og hvordan)

 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52016XC1111(09)&from=EN

 Transitional Method  - DTI's hjemmeside, separat dokument og ISBN No. (≈ SFPint):

 http://www.teknologisk.dk/ydelser/publikation-transitional-method-for-determination-of-internal-specific-fan-power-of-
ventilation-units-sfpint/37051?cms.query=Transitional

 FAQ – draft - Ventilationunits.eu (separat FAQ – tidligere)

 http://www.ventilationunits.eu/media/1062/final_draft_faq_vu_21122015.pdf

 Final report – Ventilation Study - EU bookshop (studiet)

 https://bookshop.europa.eu/en/technical-assistance-study-for-the-ventilation-units-product-group-pbET0216988/

 Guidelines accompanying, 1254/2014- labelling and 1253/2014-eco-design (≈ FAQ + rutediagram)

 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/implementation_guide_-_ventilation_units_with_cover.pdf

 FAQ) on the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC + Energy Labelling Directive 2010/30/EU (≈ FAQ 
overordnet) http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-efficient-products

 Ecodesign - sscroll ned til: FAQ on the Ecodesign Directive and its implementing measures (DG Enterprise and Industry)

 Ecodesign - sscroll ned til: FAQ on the Energy Labelling Directive and its Implementing Measures

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52016XC1111(09)&from=EN
http://www.teknologisk.dk/ydelser/publikation-transitional-method-for-determination-of-internal-specific-fan-power-of-ventilation-units-sfpint/37051?cms.query=Transitional
http://www.ventilationunits.eu/media/1062/final_draft_faq_vu_21122015.pdf
https://bookshop.europa.eu/en/technical-assistance-study-for-the-ventilation-units-product-group-pbET0216988/
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/implementation_guide_-_ventilation_units_with_cover.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-efficient-products
http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/10684/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/ec_faq_el_2015-1.pdf


Legislators

National and EU

• Counselor

• Technical experts
ECO-design and  the 
Danish building regulations

Manufacturers

• Measurement

• Certification

• Research and development

• Education / Courses

• Product development

Developers

Architects

Engineers

• Education / Courses

• Counselor

Contractors

Technicians

Tradesmen

• Education / Courses

• Counselor

Consumers

Users

Clients

• Control Consultations

• Expert surveys

• Research and development

Standardization
Committees

Industry Organizations
Interest groups

Responsible maintainer
Janitor

Control and labeling
Energy Advisor

We form committees Wide consultation with
the industry

Education / Courses
Counselor

Education / Courses
Housing Labeling schemes

Topics ranging from lawmakers - manufactures – end user regarding.
 Testing and certification of components  

 Standardization

 Research and development

 Education

On the surface “the right solution” may seem clear

 But there are numerous cross-references both technical and legal that causing problems

 The applicable best solution does not always “wins” - as it is not possible / not actually the best

 Remember that the industry itself has helped to push for an unclear division of products

 100 of Q and A’s

Background - The Eco design process
Importance: Knowledge  through out the entire value chain



 Calculated primarily from SPI + HRS + a number of correction factors
 at least 70% of max. flow (reference flow)

 With ducts at 50 Pa

 Without ducts, min. pressure (including "0")

 SEC=ta∙ pef∙ qnet∙MISC∙CTRL^x∙SPI – th∙ΔTh∙ηh
-1∙cair∙ (qref – qnet∙CTRL∙MISC∙(1-ηt))+Qdefr

 Blue - constancy

 Red - Measured values

 Green - Lookup tables with influence

 Orange - Lookup tables outside influence according to climatic zones

 MISC = m/u ducts 1,1 og 1,21

 CTRL = Manuel = 1, Ur=0,95, central = 0,85,  local = 0,65 (more than one sensor)

 x = Constant=1,  to-speed=1,2, Multi=1,5, Var=2 (Hav to have multi/var - Dual use)

 SPI is the specific power consumption [kW/(m³/h)]

 ɳt measured at v. ref. flow dt=13 (EN 13141-7), equal mass flow, without condensation, with fan contributions.

Background - The Eco design process
SEC formular



Background - The Eco design process
SEC formular

 SEC for three climatic zones, but it is the central climate zone in Europe, 
providing "SEC class" (ie energy label)

 RVU with SFP external = 1000 and HRS = 85% => Class A

 RVU with central demand control + VSD, SFPexternal = 600 and HRS = 90% =>Class A+

 What can really change the SEC, is local demand control

CTRL ventilationsreg.faktor mc mc mc cc cds ldm cds Ldm mc cc cds ldm ldm

variable speed x 2s 2s 2s 2s 2s 2s vsd Vsd 2s 2s 2s 2s vsd

heat recovery ht (VGV) 0,5 0,6 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,9 0,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

SFP EKSTErnal w/m3/s 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 600 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 500

SEC total -23,9 -27,1 -35,1 -35,8 -37,3 -40,3 -42,1 -42,8 -8,0 -10,1 -14,3 -22,7 -26,0

SEC classes C B A A A A A+ A+ F E E E B

SPI 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00017 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00028 0,00014



 Why does the demands in the Regulation not apply for VU’s::
 UVU’s - With a electric power input less than 30 W, except info requirements

 BVU’s - With a total electric power input of fans of less than 30 W per airstream except info 
requirements.

 Small units (such as bathroom's fans) constituted with unbelievably many 
products, but was a relatively small share of total energy consumption for VU's 
in the EU

 Your job is now, if you'll want it changed, to demonstrate that they are a danger for 
loopholes there could float the market with low energy efficient products

 Benchmarks - what are the benchmarks and on what basis
 Benchmarks should be seen as BAT LEVELS to provide assessment of how high the bar 

should be set

 The industry and ECC delivered data

 Your job now, if you'll want it changed, is to demonstrate the new BAT-level for EU

Background - The Eco design process
30 W + Benchmarks



Main topics regarding RVU’s
Selected Q&A’s from you



1. The manufacturers would like to use only the standard EN 13141-7 for the residential air 
handling units in particular for the thermal efficiency. Why the Transitional methods of 
measurement and calculation Document refers also to EN 308?
The standard EN 308 focusses on the exchanger which is a component of the residential air 
handling unit. 

According to Transitional Method document:
EN 13141-7 sets only requirements on the leakage (no requirements for the heat balance), and 
can be used to this extent. However, it is suggested to follow the requirements in EN 308 
(leakage 3 % and heat balance 5 %).

 Answer:

 COM-COM section 2.2 RVUs

 Additional: 

 13141-7 Sets ”requirement” for

 Equal mass flow otherwise to be noted

 calculating of the thermal efficiency

 Is corrected mass flow

Selected Q&A’s from you
Only EN 13141-7



2. Following up information received from manufactures some laboratories are measuring the 
capacity according to ISO5801, with only one fan running at a time, however EN13141-7 
requires both fans running at the same time, as of course is the natural way of measuring the 
airflow for a RAHU. 

What should be the right procedure?

 Answer:

 ISO 5801 is from our perspective, more or less the bible for correct measurements in terms of 
flow, distances, measurement setups for pressure, etc = Description of methods.

 But it focus primarily on the fans.

 The correct way = both fans running at the same time because

 The fans are not running equal (due. Internal pressure loss + in terms of external SFP)

 The internal pressure loss can change because chambers in the HRS expands (lack of back 
pressure)

 The leakage can change 

Selected Q&A’s from you
One ore both fans running at the same time



3. Does by-pass facility have to be sized for maximum air flow rate?

 Answer:

 Only one simple answer – nothing stated in the regulation

4. Why there are no requirement for class of filters used in in RVU (as with NRVU) to determine 
SEC ?

 Answer:

 Only one simple answer – nothing stated in the regulation 

 But one also have to look at the definitions and understand why there isn’t stated filters:

Selected Q&A’s from you
Sized by-pass facility / requriments for filters



5. Effective power input for RVU shall be determined according to EN 13141-4 p. 6.1. This 
standard does not define what pressure drop on filters should be taken into consideration. 
Thus normally tests are curried out with clean filters what does not reflect normal operation 
conditions.  Is this right approach?

Moreover overage pressure drop of different filters varies over service lifetime (depending on 
construction, class, quality). 

Should it not be reflected in the regulation to promote better filtration solution?

 Answer:

 Good idea - but it is not stated in the regulation, and you can not change the regulation. 

 One can try through to discuss it with CEN AND the Commission with in the revision of standards

 But your own industry may be against

Selected Q&A’s from you
what pressure drop on filters



6. Qdefrosting energy in SEC calculation – it’s a fixed value for recuperative exchangers below -4°C. 
Should this factor be applied for plate / counter flow exchangers with membrane enabling 
moisture transfer?

What if some manufacturers can prove in tests that freezing limit in their BVUs is lower than -
4°C ? (e.g. due to balanced mass flow control system) ? 

What if a ground heat exchanger is a part of the ventilation system and fresh inlet temperature 
is always above 0°C ? 

 Answer:

 Good idea – but Qdefrosting is a fixed value and you can not change the regulation. 

 Obvious to present in relation to 

Benchmarks / BAT-level in the review

Selected Q&A’s from you
Qdefrosting



7. According to FAQ Document (Q10)

Regulation should not apply to a product intended to be used in a building or part of a building 
not designed for human occupancy

How to understand the statement ’designed for human occupancy’ 

Is for example a garage / basement a part of the building not designed for human occupancy?

Shall a space without any heating system be considered as designed for human occupancy? 

 Answer:

 According to the commission, it will be a case by case analysis

 You have to contact the Commission / regularly check what is being published

Selected Q&A’s from you
What is meant by ‘to replace utilised air by outdoor air’



10 What is meant by ‘to replace utilised air by outdoor air’

 Article 2 (1) says ‘ventilation unit (VU)’ means an electricity driven appliance equipped with at least 
one impeller, one motor and a casing and intended to replace utilised air by outdoor air in a 
building or a part of a building;

 In a building or part of a building designed for human occupancy, the purpose of the ventilation unit 
is to replace utilised air by outdoor air. In this respect, the utilised air is the polluted air due to the 
presence of human beings and their use of the building including emissions from materials, 
equipment, internal and external heat gains. The Regulation should not apply to a product intended 
to be used in a building or part of a building not designed for human occupancy or to a product that 
is not intended, as its primary function, to replace utilised air (as specified above), unless the same
product is also designed to only replace utilised air….. 

 An example of an application where the Regulation should not apply are ‘Data centres’.

 From FAQ 12: Units for cleanrooms are within the regulation unless it is a rec. unit

 From FAQ on the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC:

 (5) Answer on scope for various types of ventilation units (06-2016)

 Swimming pools…. are to be considered in the scope…should the product be only for dehumidification/de-
chlorination…functionality would be, specifically, dehumidification/de-chlorination, and not the replacing of 
utilised air; in this specific case, the product should be considered to be out of the scope.

 Bus garage …. these applications would tend to be in the scope

 Waste water treatment plants, for ventilation of basin halls…. these kind of applications are in the scope

Selected Q&A’s - from Guidelines accomp.
Utilised air



8. According to FAQ Document (Q10)

 Answer: YES – see COM-COM and FAQ

Selected Q&A’s from you
SPI and Power consumption for turning regenerative wheel

• In case of regenerative HRS is the effective power input including motor 
power consumption for turning regenerative wheel?

FAQ
5 Under what operating conditions, flow/ pressure 
difference, is the electric power input determined? 
The electric power input is measured at the declared maximum 
flowrate and the pressure difference related to the maximum 
flowrate. For BVUs, the total electric power input is the sum of 
the electric power input measured per individual fan including 
controllers but without frost protection. 



8. Why ´thermal by-pass facility´ is required as mandatory? 

 It has no energy saving function, it serves even for spoiling-downgrading  required HRS energy efficiency 
(lowering heat recovery in winter or cold recovery in summer).

 There is no influence at calculated SEC values. In reality there is rather negative influence on SEC.

 Needed only for summer night free-cooling in southern countries. (especially in case of by-pass damper at 
recuperative Heat Recovery Systems)

 Need auxiliary extra energy for its damper servomotor.

 Create additional internal pressure drop = more energy needed.

 Its potential leakage spoils HRS efficiency (not perfectly air-tight closed and not insulated by-pass channel 
during recovery operation).

 It makes BVU bigger by approx. 20% and therefore significantly more expensive and worse accepted by 
customers (not so cost-effective).

 Its execution is not defined (how big it should be as for its pressure drop, partial or total=100% 
circumvention, its control on/off or variable etc…). Very different solutions with different quality on the 
market.

 By-pass serves positively for partial exhaust of unwanted internal heat gains (e.g. sun radiation) during 
moderate season (spring, autumn) to reach better temperature comfort in buildings without air cooling 
devices.(=better comfort)

 Is it possible to realize ´thermal by-pass facility´ as „summer box“ for example as recommended accessory of 
BVU for manual replacement of HRS exchanger during summer period? (not included in BVU delivery)

 Answer; See FAQ on next page

 Is it possible to use ´thermal by-pass facility´ for defrosting HRS in winter? (and therefore spoiling heat 
recovery = increasing energy consumption, lower comfort, etc…)

 Answer; I have seen many creative suggestions - but not this

Selected Q&A’s from you
Thermal by-pass facility“ at BVU



3 QUESTIONS REGARDING "SEPARATE DELIVERY" AND CE-MARKING

 Who is responsible for the CE marking when the ventilation unit is delivered without a 
control system: the manufacturer of the ventilation unit, or the individual who connects 
the control system? How should an RVU sold without a control system be labelled? How 
should one deal with separately-delivered components and/or installed units?

 …If a ventilation unit is placed on the market without the "indoor climate control system" or the 
"motor control system,” the manufacturer must provide information clarifying which system needs to 
be installed on the ventilation unit to ensure that it complies with requirements when it is put into 
service.

 The manufacturer has to CE-mark the product to verify that it has complied with all regulatory 
obligations. The installer is responsible for ensuring that the product is put into service in accordance 
with the information provided by the manufacturer (pursuant to Annex IV or V). Suppliers also must 
supply an energy label when placing residential ventilation units on the market, even if the units do 
not include indoor climate control system(s). In such cases, the determination of the label class 
needs to take into account the information provided by the manufacturer pursuant to Annex IV-1-n 
of the Ecodesign Regulation.

 For cases in which other components might be delivered separately, an approach similar to the 
abovementioned situation can be adopted.

Selected Q&A’s – from Guidelines accomp.
Bypass / control system etc. - can it be supplied separately??



Selected Q&A’s from you
Defrosting recuperative BVU

SEC = (AEC ∙ pef)− AHS

AEC = ta ∙ qnet ∙ MISC ∙ CTRLx ∙ SPI +
Qdefr

pef
Is AEC annual electricity 
consumption – Yes acc. to the reg
or annual energy consumption ???What are units for AEC and AHS? kWh/(m2.a) or 

kWh/(100m2.a)? – Se next slide

Is variable electric resistance heating preferred way of defrosting system?
What about defrosting by by-pass, re-circulation, unbalance ventilation etc…?



 COM-COM
 In Annex I (13) to Regulation 1253/2014, SPI is expressed in W/m3/h, and in Annex VIII to Regulation 

1253/2014, SPI is expressed in kW/m3/h. 

 As information requirement, SPI must be set out in W/m3/h. 

 For the calculation of SEC, SPI must be in kW/m3/h. 

 FAQ Labelling directive 
 (2) Question on units for AEC and AHS (11-2016) 

 Annex VIII, point 2 states…..

 AEC kWh el/ AEC = ta∙ qnet∙MISC∙CTRLx∙SPI+Qdefr;

 AHS kWh/år for hver klimazone (gennemsnitlig, varm, kold) 

 AHS = th∙ΔTh∙ηh
-1∙cair∙ (qref – qnet∙CTRL∙MISC∙(1-ηt)).

 It does not appear directly, that both AEC and AHS are to be stated as consumption per 100 m2. Should AEC and 
AHS be stated using the same unit? 

 (2) Answer on units for AEC and AHS 
 Indeed, on the basis of the formulas of Annex VIII to Regulation 1254/2014, the unit of measure for AEC, AHS 

and SEC is [kWh/(m2*a)]. This is in line with the units of the product information requirements on SEC in point 
(c) of Annex IV. However, the product information requirements (eco-design) on AEC and AHS (point (v) and (w) 
of Annex IV, respectively) are to be reported in [kWh/a]. This means, as from the indication laid down in point 2 
of Annex VIII, that the AEC and AHS obtained with the formulas in Annex VIII should then be multiplied by 
100m2, and the obtained values (in [kWh/a]) are the ones to be included in the product fiche (=labelling). 

 For SEC – ikke pr 100 m2 – beregnet som en samlet størrelse

Selected Q&A’s - SEC SPI AHS AEC



Status
Coming steps to proceed with further 
development of the Regulations



Status
VU

THE COMMISSION'S NEW WORK PLAN FOR ECODESIGN
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2016_773.en_.pdf

 ONGOING WORK – 12 Measure 

 INDICATIVE LIST OF NEW PRODUCT GROUPS 2016-2019 – 7 Measures

 Building Automation and Control Systems 

 REVIEWS – 22 Measures 

 Fans - Review study finalised in March 2015 (Impact assessment ongoing)

 VU is at the bottom of the list - Review by December 2019 

 No reason to think it will be before also in relation also to leakage

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2016_773.en_.pdf


Status
Leakage rates
The assessment shows: 

 Different practices and requirements in standards EN 308 or EN 13141: 

 Maximum leakage rate ranging from 3% to 10%. 

 tests are conducted at different pressures for pressurised testing. 

 completely different pressure is for the tracer gas method (the actual pressure when the ventilation unit is in operation). 

 Due to the different methods, the threshold limits of leakage rates would not necessarily be the same. 

 The leakage rates are related to maximum flow, nominal flow or even casing surface in the standards, whereas Regulation 1253/2014 relates to ref. flow

 A sample of test results for twenty bidirectional ventilation units shows that two thirds of the units will be within a maximum external leakage rate of 3% as 
well as all units where the internal leakage has been measured are within the 3% threshold as well. 

 No data were available for unidirectional units. 

 Market schemes for certification of ventilation components exist e.g. for HRS including requirements for leakage. 

Based on the assessment we recommend the following:

 Before the entry into application of Regulation 1253/2014, data for leakage rates has typically not been part of data sheets of ventilation units. Customer 
requests for leakage rates have been limited as well, resulting in very little available data. Furthermore, different methodologies and reference flows 
complexes the picture. In this light, the recommendation is to collect more data of leakage rates in practice and related to reference flow as defined in 
Regulation 1253/2014 and by using the different available test methods. The information requirements on leakage rates as of 1 January 2016 and the 
experience gathered over time by determining the leakage rates may define this database. 

 When developed, such a database will be an important platform for the review of the need to set a further tier with tightened ecodesign requirements, e.g., 
on thermal efficiency of heat recovery systems (new BAT-level). 

 In practice, leakage rates within 3-5% should be achievable (pressurised method). In this respect, it is not feasible that the de facto requirements in different 
standards vary between 3% and 10%. 

 Leakage rate requirements according to the use of tracer gas or pressurised measurements are different due to the nature of the tests performed (different 
pressure conditions). 

 difference is not trivial and should be investigated further

 different measuring methods are necessary

 tracer gas measurements are closer to real operating conditions - require very expensive measuring equipment

 Recommendations on future standardisation work related to leakage: 

 Clearer definitions and descriptions of test of internal leakage 

 Alignment of test requirements concerning leakage rate for pressurized methods (now required leakages rates ranges from 3-10% dependent on standard). 

 Alignment of pressure levels according to the type of measurements (pressurization test or tracer gas test) within the groups RVU/NRVU 

 The pressures of pressurized test should be according to the pressure set out in Regulation 1253/2014 (which is identical with the pressures set out in in EN 
308) as long as there is no alignment between standards 

 The flow used for the calculation of the leakage should be the reference flow for RVUs and the nominal flow for NRVUs as set out in Regulation 1253/2014 
and not as set out in the current standards. 



Status
Other areas of interest

THE COMMISSION'S NEW WORK PLAN FOR ECODESIGN
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2016_773.en_.pdf

 CONTRIBUTION TO THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

 …. It is crucial that these aspects are taken into account when investigating 
possible Ecodesign implementing measures. 

 …. circular economy ‘toolbox’ for ecodesign … Both for new product groups and revision 

 …The scope covers, primarily, the following aspects: 

 Extending product lifetime

 Ability to re-use components or recycle materials from products at end-of-life 

 Use of re-used components and/or recycled materials in products 

 MARKET SURVEILLANCE AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 It is estimated that 10%-25% of products on the market do not comply with eco-design

 While there have been significant improvements the last years, more needs to be done

 Therefore, the Commission will continue to engage with other jurisdictions to strive for more 
global convergence in standards, test methods and, if possible, minimum requirements, for 
example through international standardisation, product-specific agreements, or as part of 
bilateral trade deals.

NEW STUDY ON ‘POINTS-SYSTEM’ METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT 
OF ECODESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLEX PRODUCTS AND/OR 
PRODUCT SYSTEMS, https://points-system.eu/summary

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2016_773.en_.pdf
https://points-system.eu/summary


Status
DTI involvement

 DTI is subcontractor on three framework contracts for the Commission

 The contracts are valid for period of 12 months but can be extended up to 3 
times. Total duration up to 48 months;

 Lot 1: preparatory studies and related technical assistance on ecodesign, 
energy labelling, tyre labelling and energy star; 

 Lot 2: review studies and related technical assistance on ecodesign, energy 
labelling, tyre labelling and energy star; 

 Lot 3: technical assistance to the Commission in performing its tasks on 
ecodesign, energy labelling, tyre labelling and energy star

 It is uncertain at present how we can provide information on partners in the 
consortium

 Other interesting study concerning market surveillance acc. the product 
group want to advocate for accredited third-party certification data as a 
means for market surveillance test; 

 INTAS - Verification of the energy requirements of major industrial products; 
Power Transformers and fans


